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                  Declension of nouns in the texts from the Ohrid Literary School  
 
 The Old Church Slavonic language had a rich system of noun forms. However, in the 
history of the inflected system of nouns there were innovations and changes noticed in the 
canonical manuscripts, which were later confirmed and intensified in the Church Slavonic period. 
These changes led to loosening of the declension and later to shedding of the synthetic way of 
expressing the relations between the words. This radical transformation of the grammatical 
structure took a longer period of time, from IX up to the XIV Century, because the above 
mentioned activities gave a concrete result and were finished by the XV Century according to 
Duridanov (Česko, 1970:11). 
 The disintegreation of the synthetic flexion of the nouns according to Ugrinova-Skalovska 
(1978:87-91) is made through the following processes: mixing of the stems, an increasingly 
frequent use of case forms with prepositions, the wrong use of the case form with inadequate 
prepositions, the greater use of the general case form (mostly accusative) and similar. The above-
mentioned processes resulted in reorganisation of the noun paradigms. As a result of the mutual 
influence (mixing) of the noun stems and the case suffixes of the nouns, the number of the noun 
stems was reduced; the unproductive noun bases were eliminated; the difference between the 
palatal and the non-palatal noun declension was eliminated; the functions of some cases were 
expanded; certain inflections were not expressed; some inflections were crossed, etc. 
 These developments were caused by various factors and thus, when talking about the 
declension system of the nouns, we must inevitably take into account the contacts with the 
neighbouring, above all, the Balkan languages; the penetration of the characteristics of the 
vernacular in the written language; the influence of the morphologic analogy, as well as the 
influence of the phonetic rules. Taking into account the mentioned factors we will explain how 
the system of case forms of nouns reacted. 
 The development in the history of the noun case system will be illustrated with an accent 
on the declension composition of those texts related with the activities of the Ohrid Literary 
School, starting from the 12th century until the beginning of the 15th century. The subject of the 
research will be the representative monuments, more precisely: Dobromir's Evangeliary, Bitola 
Triodion, Bologna Psalters, Zagreb Triodion, Radomir's Psalters, Macedonian Gospel.¹ 
 The paper will focus mostly on the comparison of the noun system in the previously 
mentioned Church Slavonic texts with a traditional situation. At the same time it will focus on 
those forms that display innovations in relation to the canonical paradigms. 
______________________ 
¹ The examples for this article have been taken from the publications of the manuscripts: S. Pop-Atanasova, 
Лингвистичка анализа на Битолскиот триод, ИМЈ, Скопје. 1995; R. Ugrinova-Skalovska, V. Despodova , 
Добромирово евангелие II, Скопје -Прилеп, 1998; E. Crvenkovska, Загрепски триод, ИМЈ, Скопје, 1999; L. 
Makarijoska, Радомиров псалтир, ИМЈ, Скопје. 1997; V. Kostovska, Македонско четвооевангелие, IMJ, 
Skopje, 2003. Examples for Bologna Psalters are taken from Češko, E. V. 1970. История болгарского склонения, 
Издательство ,,Наука" Москва and Georgievski , G. 2001. Македонистички студии, Менора, Скопје. 
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This will be an attempt to show if and to what extent the texts of the Ohrid Literary School 
follow the general tendency for deviation from the condition typical for the canonical texts. 
 In order to demonstrate the deviations from the Old Church Slavonic norm, the forms of 
the nouns from the above mentioned text will be presented according to their gender denotations. 
We take into account the tendency in the history of noun declination to unite the different stems 
and their case paradigms by gender (Česko 1970:90). As Česko believes, the unification by 
gender denotation is not absolute subordination of one type to another, because flexions from 
different types of changes are chosen in order to preserve the different functions of the forms. We 
decided to review the deviations in the declinations by the gender of the nouns also because of 
the current situation of declinations by gender². We look at the stems in which each of the three 
genders can appear and focus on the changes by cases in accordance with their sequence in the 
paradigm³. We think that in this way we will get a more complete and more systematic idea about 
the deviations in the case system of nouns.  
 
    The masculine nouns 
 In the history of declination of nouns there have been a series of linguistic novelties and 
deviations from the general, codified norm of the Old Church Slavonic language. The masculine 
nouns gravitate towards that general tendency, so that the undermining of the case system and the 
demolition of the synthetic elements of the language are a result, as we have mentioned 
previously, of a process of influence, i.e. the mixing of the different noun stems and the different 
case endings (Česko 1970:113). 
 The most pronounced influence on the o-/jo–stem nouns is that of the ǔ-stem, which 
according to Duridanov (1993:171) is conditioned by the equal flexion of some cases (nom. and 
accus. sg. of –7 and accus. pl. of –7y) and the general grammatical gender.  
 The permeation of the ǔ-stem in the o-stem is registered through a large number of 
documented forms in the dative singular of –ovi (beside the archaic forms of –ou). This 
morpheme spread to other declinations, beyond the –ŭ-stem nouns, at the start of the Old 
Slavonic period, especially among the personal names, in foreign words, as well as among some 
common nouns denoting living creatures: adamovi 90r, bratovi 95v (Bit)4; arhitriklinovi 
126b15, is_sovi 8b8, 49b14, 116b15, s_novi 136a9, 137a5 (Dbm); dav7ydovi 25.3, s_pvi  8.4, 45.4, 

+_lkovi 44.2  (Bon); gligorievi velikomou i slavnomou 23r2, jako i petrov6y 15r22, pilatov6y 
157v (Zag); avraamovi110v/9, b_ovi 34/3, 37v/7, 61/3,  d_vdvi 10/7 (Rdm); ïwsifovi Mt15,1, ï_sovi 
Mt15.26, Mt26,49 (Mkd). Some nouns are found only in their older form: pilatou, ioanou, 
iosifou, simonou (Dbm). In the Zagreb Triodion there is a contaminated form of the dative 

inflexion to the o-stem (-ou) and the ŭ-stem (–ovi): sam6sonovou revnovala esi w d_[e  97v4. We 
quote a limited num ber of examples with the singular dative inflexion from ŭ-stem of the inani- 
 ______________________________________ 
²  This refers to those Slavonic languages that kept the synthetic flexion. 
³ The paradigm of R. Ugrinova-Skalovska, Old Church Slavonic Language, University of Cyril and Methodius – 
Skopje, 1979, has been used. In the Old Church Slavonic textbooks the sequence of the cases in the paradigm is not 
the same. 
4.The subject of the research are Church Slavonic texts of the Ohrid Literary School.Abbrevations of the mss are 
used in this paper: Dbm - Dobromir's Evangeliary;Bit - Bitola Triodion; Bon - Bologna Psalters; Zag - Zagreb 
Triodion; Rdm - Radomir's Psalters; Mkd - Macedonian Gospel. The used abbreviations of the manuscripts have 
been taken from the review of abbreviations of sources by RCSM, IMJ – Skopje, tome III, 2001, 208.  
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mate nouns, objects, in cases of personification (Vajan 1952:113): gr5hovi 67r2x, postovi 50v, 
8movi 94v (Bit).  
 The inflexions of the ŭ-stem enter other cases too: in genitive singular there is the 
inflexion –ou: stra[naago her8vim8 i +jodnaago serafim8 i mir8 t_vrca 77v (Bit); in nominative 

plural are confirmed the forms domove, darove, b5sove (Bon)4, rodove Mt1,17 (Mkd). According 

to Duridanov (s. Česko 1970:118) in some manuscripts the nominative plural forms of  –ovi are 

the result of the contamination of the flexion –i of the o-stem and the flexion – ove of the ǔ-stem: 
'idovi, gr5hovi (Bon). In genitive plural the widely spread ending – ov7 has been confirmed: 

gr5hov6 41v, 94v, 96v (Bit); volov6 5a6, domov6 87a2, s_nv6 92a7 (Dbm); v5kov7, gr5hov7, 
'idov7 (Bon); \ gr5hov6 148/16, 148v/3-4 (Rdm); gradov7 Mr6,33, Mt14,13, rodov6 Mt1,17 
(Mkd). In instrumental plural there are forms with the inflexion -mi: gr5h6mi 8r, 44r (Bit); 

gr5h7mi 40-4, 80-2 (Bon). Duridanov (s. Česko 1970:115) sees the reason for borrowing the 

flexion -mi in the need to avoid the homonymy of the nominative and the instrumental after 

replacing 7y with i. Vajan (1952:111) talks about generalisation of the plural inflexion for the 

instrumental –mi to all masculine nouns ending with –7.  
 Among the nouns jo-stem the inflexions of the ǔ-stem are usual: in dative singular 
ev6fataevi 83r, elisewvi 34r, moisewvi 18r, 95v (Bit); arhiereovi 174a10,13, 174b7,11, iereovi 
46b3, kesarevi 9b20, 10b15, 105a2, m4'evi 31a2 (Dbm); kesarevi 54.4 (Bon), w_cevi i d_hovi 
188r18 (Zag);  c_revi 30v/2,65/1 (Rdm); moisewvi L9,33 (Mkd); in nominative plural vra=eve 
87v/2, 164/7-8 (Rdm); in genitive plural vra=ev7 Mr5,26 (Mkd). Contaminated plural forms in 

nominative are noticed in Bologna Psalters: vra+evi 251.6,  'idovi.  
 The influence of the ĭ-declension on the nouns of the jo-declension is exemplified in the 
plural forms: in nominative plural there is the inflexion -ie/ -ije: cr_ie 65v/2,4,6,7 (Rdm); m4'ie 
Mt12,41, Mt14,35, L11,32, past6yrïe L2,8, L2,15, L2,20, fariseie Mt15,12 (Mkd). The 

inflexion –ee is rare: arhieree Mt27,6, Mr14,53, Mr15,3, farïsee Mr7,3, ïoudee Mr7,3 (Mkd). 
Georgievski (2001:40) stresses that in the Church Slavonic text in the Macedonian area the 
inflexion -ee is a rare occurrence. Somewhere in genitive plural –ei is used (made with 

vocalisation of the jer) of the ĭ-stem instead of the old form of –ii: v6 stl6pen6 bljod4 pi[a 8 
st_6yh6 vra+ei 9r  (Bit); P�altirei 1/19, 1v/7-8 (Rdm). In vocative singulat the inflection -ie is 

confirmed: cr_ie 58/4, m4'ie 144v/14 (Rdm).  
 The jo-stem nouns in Bitolski Triodion have some interesting formations in vocative 
singular. The forms of –jo have been registered: vra+jo 84r, izbaviteljo 84r, most probably 
because of the softness of the preceding consonant (S. Pop-Atanasova 1995:36). 
 The singular vocative form Zagreb Triodion is well preserved with the o-/jo- stem nouns: 
b_e 70v12, w_+e 140r1, h_e  7r16. 

 In the word vlastele 32-4 (Bon) the nominative plural form is formed on the basis of the 
consonant stem. 
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 Some nouns ending with ----tel6tel6tel6tel6  and ----ar6ar6ar6ar6 make dative singular forms with the inflexion –

ovi of the -ǔ-stem: vinarevi 82b3 (Dbm), i privede ro²itelevi 193v16 (Zag); m6ytarevi 112v/14 

(Rdm).  Nominative forms in plural are for either according to the old state on –e (rarely): 

progonitele 86v, tvr6ditele 87r, hranitele 87r (Bit);  dr7'atele 113-4 (Bon) or according to ĭ-

stem on -ie: zakonou+itelie 46v/14-15, m6ytarie 39b12, 56a1, r6ybarie 45a15 (Dbm); 

slou'itelje 115r3, ou+itelje 106r3 (Zag); sv5d5telie 154v/14 (Rdm); d5latelie Mt21,35, 
zakon8=itelie L5,17, r6ybarïe L5,2 (Mkd). In the plural forms we can see the influence of the o-

/jo-stem nouns: s mitari 102r16, pr5m4dri4 ou+itel3 22v25 (Zag) (the replacement of 7y>i has 
been done phonetically). 
 The ǔ–stem nouns underwent most changes under the influence of the o-/jo-stem. It is a 
fact that the interaction was registered even in the Old Slavonic canon Duridanov (s. Česko 
1970:119), so that the Church Slavonic language in this process of mixing of the stems has 
progressed to such a degree that it is difficult to separate the original ǔ-stems (Duridanov 
1993:172). Even though the nouns of the type s7yn7 were already on the road to disappearance, 
the typical endings of the ǔ-stem had the tendency to spread to the other stems (Vajan 1952:111). 
 Forms of the ǔ-stem nouns display hesitation between their own inflexions and the 
inflexions of the o-/jo-stem. Not infrequently in the Macedonian Church Slavonic manuscripts 
parallel forms are documented. The old flexions are witnessed: in genitive singular ot6 domou 

31b11, m4'6ska polou 36a19 (Dbm); mirou Mt25,34 (Mkd); in dative singular mirov6y Mt18,7 

(Mkd);  in nominative plural darove (Bon); in genitive plural domov6 5/6 (Dbm). In the Zagreb 
Triodion there are a certain number of nouns with the parallel use of inflexions from both stems 
(Crvenkovska 1997:34). In dative singular is found id4]ti mirovi 76r17, but also \c5]enie 
mirou 113r15, then the noun gr5h7: \ gr5h6 14r10, no i \ razli+nih6 gr5hov6 14r17 (Zag) i sl. 
 The case flexions of the ǔ-stem nouns are not carefully maintained in the following 
examples: in the genitive singular there often is –a (with both inanimate and animate nouns) 

instead of the expected inflexion -ou: w_ca i s_na i s_tgo d_ha 76r, s_na tvoego 85r (Bit); vola 83a14, 

doma 158a5, s_na (Dbm); meda 27.1 (Bon); s_na tvoego 17v6 (Zag); doma ego 140v/4 (Rdm); vola 

L13,15, mira L12,30, s7yna Mt10,37, Mt12,5, Mr10,35 (Mkd); in dative singular the inflexion –

ou pervades:s_n8 svoem8 20v, w_c8 i s_n8 i d_h8 s_tom8 48r, s_n8 marin8 90r (Bit); s_nou 71-1a (Bon); 

donesi s_nou svoemou 154r6 (Zag); s_nou  112v/16, 130v/19, 132/6 (Rdm).  
 The only example of accusative singular with the inflexion –a of the o–stem s_na 148v/6 
(Rdm), confirms the interruption of the Old Slavonic tradition of distinguishing 
inanimate/animate nouns by forming the singular form in accusative. The old accusative forms 
are back for the inanimate nouns and they coincide with nominative ones. The reasons according 
to Duridanov (s. Česko 1970:124-125) are: either mechanical copying of the oldest original or the 
phonetic concurrence of 4 with a and with that of accusative and nominative of the feminine 
nouns, which by analogy was most probably transferred to the masculine nouns as well; or a 
strong process of forming a general nominative-accusative case form is underway. The 
archaisation of forms of the inanimate nouns surprised Conev (s. Česko 1970:125) because this 
archaic feature is kept despite the numerous novelties.  
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 The noun s7yn7 has vocative forms along the o-stem: s_ne 45v, 46r, 49r (Bit); s_ne Mt8,29, 
Mt9,17, Mt15,22 (Mkd). In the locative singular forms visible is the influence of the non-palatal 
vowel declension: v6 mir5 24r (Bit); t_rca pr_sta v6 \ci i s_n5 i s_tim6 d_s5 34v1 (Zag); mir5 

Mt25,13, L11,21, L14,32, s_n5 Mr9,12, L18,31 (Mkd). The formant –ov-, which is characteristic 
for the ǔ-stem nouns in dative singular, in nominative and genitive plural, can be seen as part of 
the stem in other forms in plural, to which the case inflexion is added Makarijoska (1997:68): in 
dative plural sn_ovom6 107/7, 118/12,119/10 (Rdm); in locative plural domov5h6 (Bon). The 

vocalisation of the strong jer is the reason for the appearance of the form for locative plural -oh6: 
v6 s_noh6 88v/3 (Rdm). 
 Even in the Old Slavonic the ĭ-stem makes forms according to the o-/jo-stem and the ǔ–
stem, especially in genitive and dative singular in order to get rid of the existing syncretism of 
these forms Duridanov (s. Česko 1970:120). The enforcement of the flexions of the other stems 
on the ĭ-stem nouns is visible: in genitive singular the forms with -5/-a: s6 p4t5 131a18 (Dbm); 

ogn5 106.3 (Bon);  \ g_a 19/12, 20/15, 130/10, wgn5 134/17 (Rdm); g_a Mt1,22, Mt23,37, L10,27, 

wgn5 L12,49 (Mkd); in dative singular the inflection -ovi of ŭ-stem: g_vi 23v, 87v, 95r (Bit); g_vi 
30b7, 37a21, 94b10, c_revi 114a6 (Dbm); c_revi (Bon), g²vi tvoemou 97v18 (Zag); g²vi 6v/10,11,12 

(Rdm). The forms in dative singular on -ou of o-/jo-stem: k6 g_ou 18r, 34r, 50r (Bit); g_ou 158/15, 
k6 g_ou 146v/9,10, po p4tjo 103/14, wgnjo 56/13 (Rdm); g_o8 Mr4,10, Mr10,20, L19,8, p4tou 
Mt22,16, wgnou L4,39 (Mkd); in accusative singular there is g_a 111/14, 158v/18, 153/13 (Rdm). 

In vocative singular there are forms in –i, -e: g_i  95/13, 123v/3, g_e 72/12 (Rdm). 
 In the plural forms they keep their forms unchanged. In nominative plural the inflexion –
ie, -i is used: tatie 154a17 (Dbm); ljodie 50/8, 56/1, 129/5, ljodi 50/8,157v/14, p4ti 165/15 
(Rdm); in genitive plural -ei, -ii is used: ljodei 154v/7, ljodii 97v/16 (Rdm); in accusative 

plural a form of –ie has been confirmed: ljodie 164/2 (Rdm).  
 The masculine vowel a-/ja- stem nouns which in nominative singular end with -ii/-7yni 
have transformed their inflexion: s4dia L12,58 (Mkd). The activity of a phonologic factor (7y>i) 
is noticed in genitive singular: qomi ne wstavi 174r24 (Zag).  
 The consonant stems were scarce to be kept as stable. That is why even in the canonical 
period (Vasič 2005:7) they are under the influence and gravitate towards the other productive 
stems. Especially distinguished is the influence of the ĭ-stem, which is justified, having in mind 
the same gender and some equal inflexions (Makariojska 1997:70). 
 Very rarely in nominative singular there is the old form of –7y, for which, according to 
Ugrinova-Skalovska (s. Makariojska 1997:70), there is evidence that it disappeared even before 
the X Century: kam6y 13r (Bit); kam6y le'5[e 159a8 (Dbm). Nominative with the form of 

accusative –6 instead of –7y is found: ostavlen6 est6 kamen6 25b8 (Dbm) kamen6 109/9, plamen6 
82/7, 115v/113 (Rdm). In the form for genitive singular: is kameni akroqoma 17r (Bit) we can 

see the influence of the ĭ-stem nouns, and in the case of kamene 25a14, 102b18 (Dbm) the old 

inflexion with –e has been used: kamene 25a14, 102b18 (Dbm). Just so as the ǔ-stem nouns form 

the singular form of dative with -ovi: dnevi i p4t6 37b19 (Dbm), but the influence of the vocal 
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o-/jo-stems is also possible: d_njo Mt6,34 (Mkd). An interesting formation is when  the word-

forming suffix morpheme -ov/-ev is combined with the inflexions of the dative consonant stem: 

pi]a b_gataago d_[4 plamenevi pr5das6 50v (Bit). An example of the equation of accusative 

singular with nominative (-6y) is registered in the Dobromir gospel:  k6to ot6valit6 nam6 kam6y 
25b5, voz6m5te kam6y 159a9 (Dbm).  
 The influence of the ĭ-stems is confirmed on the masculine nouns with a consonant stem 
in the oblique cases in locative singular na kameni 93r (Bit); na kameni 53a15, 102b19, 104a20 

(Dbm); na kameni Mt7,24, Mt13,20, L21,6, pri kor5ani L3,9, v6 plameni L16,25 (Mkd), but the 

old forms with –e are also use:\ korene tvoego 65r13 (Zag). It is possible that the singular form 

for locative with –i was acquired from the jo-stem  (Crvenkovska 1997:34). Then in nominative 

plural denie 15a17 (Dbm); kamenie 51r12,64v7, 78v29 (Zag); �enie 91v/15, 105/15, 105v/13 

(Rdm); d_nie Mt24.22, Mr13,19, L2,22 (Mkd); in genitive plural -ei: \ dn_ei 97v/14, d_ni 97/7, 

106/19 (Rdm) or -ii: dn_ïi  Mt4,2,  Mt11,12,  Mr2,20 (Mkd).      
 The following changes affected the masculine nouns: doubling of vowels, contraction of 
vowels, elimination of the differences between the palatal and the non-palatal declension).  
 Doubling of vowels occurs in the case inflexions for nominative and accusative plural of 
the o-/jo-stem nouns: : v6 v5k6yi vs3 37r, vo dvor6yi 8r, pohotn6y4 plod6yi 31r (Bit); m4'ïi 
Mr6,44, narodïi L5,3, 8=enicii Mt18,1 (Mkd); in instrumentale plural s7 +_lk6yi 27v (Bit). The 

same occurrence is confirmed in the case of the noun slouga (a-stem): vs3 sl8g6yi 85r (Bit).  

 Contraction of vowels occurs in masculine nouns of various stems: in genitive plural: dni 
36a9, 65a6, 96a3 but also d6nei 130a14 and d6nii, dnii (Dbm); m4'i 132a17 but also m4'ii, 
dinari 57a3 but also dinarii  (Dbm); in dative singular k6 s4di L12,58 (Mkd). 
 Even though the tendency to eliminate the difference between the palatal and the non-
palatal declension and vice versa is most prominent with the feminine nouns, examples of 
influence of the non-palatal on the palatal declension have also been noticed in the masculine 
nouns in these cases: in locative singular with the inflexion -5 instead of -i: avïaqar5 Mr2,26, w 
kn3z5 Mr3,22 (Mkd);  in instrumental singular with -om6 instead of -em6: s6 mosewm6 i aronom6 
10r, mosewm7 33r, iezikilom6 pr_rkom6 85v (Bit); in acustaive plural with thw onflection -7y: 
postavi[4 kn3z6y po vsei zemi 32/1, kon6c6y e4 t6y osnova 88v/16 (Rdm).  
 The influence of the palatal vowel declension on the singular vocative form in the non-
palatal stems is pointed out by Pop-Atanasova (1995:35): k³rt8 s_te 67v. Then the tendency for 

equating the palatal and the non-palatal stems is visible in: genitive singular s7 wnogo polou 
ïwrdan5 Mr3,8 (Mkd); in instrumentale singular gladem6 oumira4 117r21, wdr6'imi z5lo 
gladem6 40r24 (Zag); gladem6 159v/5 (Rad).  
 
    The neuter nouns 
 Deviations from the traditional state are noticed in the neuter nouns. 
 Most intensive is the influence and then the equation of the declension of the consonant –
es- stem nouns with the o-stem nouns (Koneski 1982:135). According to Duridanov (1988:8) 
the es-stem nouns lose the characteristic suffix –es-, and with that the specific flexion for the 
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consonant stems. This occurrence is registered even in the Old Slavonic texts, and is confirmed in 
the manuscripts with Macedonian provenience in Church Slavonic. The reasons according to 
Ugrinova-Skalovska (1979:79) are: the equal forms for nominative, accusative and vocative and 
the equal number of syllables.  
 In the form for genitive singular these examples have been seen: t5la (Dbm); dr5va 
pol6ska 75r10 (Zag);  neba 90/2, t5la 113v/1, wka 158v/8 (Rdm); dr5va Mt3,10, L3,9,  L21,29, 
d5la Mt 11,2, Mt23,5, Mt25,16 (Mkd) with the characteristic inflexion –a of the o-stem. In 

dative singular the inflexion -ou is confirmed: dr5v8 p_rstom8 47v (Bit); d5lou L23,51, t5lou 
Mt6,22, Mt6,27, L11,34 (Mkd), but in acustaive singular: t5lo 43v/15 no i t5lese 149/17 

(Rdm). In locative singular there is –5 from the o-stem: na dr5v5 21r, 38r, na neb5 45r (Bit); of 

the noun oko - v6 oc5 52b1, 5, 6 (Dbm); jazvi na t5l5 moem6 polo'i 4v5 (Zag); v6 wc5 Mt7,4 

(Mkd). In instrumental singular the inflexion -om6 was accepted which according to Georgievski 

(2001:45) is found in many other older manuscripts: dr5vom6 20v2x, 36r (Bit); wkom6 84/6 

(Rdm); d5lom6 L11,48, L23,41, L24,19, okom6 Mt 18,9, slovom7 Mt 18,16, Mt 22,15, Mt 25,15 

(Mkd). Plural forms in genitive have been confirmed: \ neprijaznih6 d5l6 69v12 (Zag) and in 

locative with -5h6: w d5l5h6 mi 34v (Bit). In the example \ vs5h6 d5l5h6 svoih6 167v19 (Zag) 

the plural inflexion for genitive is used with the locative inflexion -5h6  under the influence of the 
pronoun following it (Crvenkovska 1999:35). 
 In the manuscripts with consonant stems the archaic forms with an expanded stem are 
preserved. Apart from this it is possible to add to the expanded consonant stem case  inflexion of 
the vowel o-/jo- stem or the ĭ-stem (most frequently in genitive and locative singular): +jodesem6 
tvoim6 99v (Bit), do vr5mene 42b4, imene moego radi 14a12, 107a18, 107b10, do kon6ca n_bsi 
15a19, s6 n_bsi 107a13, no i s6 n_ebse 96b4, slovese ego 137b19 (Dbm), w imeni 29/12, 29/19, 

89/10, imenjo 35/7, 41/14, 101v/9, na nebe³i 60v24, po slovesi 28v19, isc5lenie +jodesi 38r22 
(Zag), t5lese 149/17 (Rdm), dr5vesa Mr8,24, o+esi Mt7,3, slovesi L9,29, t5lesa L24,3, 
wv+eta  Mt12,10 (Mkd). 
 With the -es–, -en- and –ęt- stem nouns there are forms according to the ĭ-declination. 
For example: in genitive singular podob6naa vr5meni 109b4, s6 nb_si 107a13, do kon6ca nb_si 
15a19 (Dbm); imeni Mt10,22, L21,17 (Mkd); in locative singular na nb_si 4a16, 72a4, 89a3, v6 
o=esi 52a19 (Dbm); na n_bsi 114/13, 126/19, 127/10 (Rdm), w imeni Mr 9,39, L9,49, L10,17, na 
n_bi Mt6,10, L11,2, L15,7, w otro=3ti Mt2,8, L2,17 (Mkd). The forms for genitive and locative 

singular with –i according to Duridanov (s. Česko 1970:121) are formed under the influence of 
the ĭ-stem and appear even in the Old Slavonic period, mostly in the Macedonian manuscripts.  
 Imenkite selo i =3do vo Radomiroviot psaltir vo lokativ mno`ina se javuvaat so nastavkta 

-ah6: v6 selah6 76/132, 83/4, v6 =3dah6 161v/3. -ne mora 
 In genitive dual it is interesting to note the form of the noun oko as: w=jo which according 

to the opinion of Ščepkin (s. Makarijoska 1997:71) is either taken instead of the literary w=ijo or 

the further phonetic change of the form o=6jo . 
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 The inflexions of the palatal vowel stem deviate before the inflexions of the ĭ-
declination. In the Bologna Psalters and in some of the other texts the inflexion for genitive 
singular -ei is systematically applied to the jo-stem nouns which end with -ie instead of the old 

-ii: mno'6stvom7 v6²zihanei moih6 26r10, jako s³p6 m³lrd6 mnogih6 pr5gre[enei 54v16 (Zag); 

bezakonei 24/3, 77v/16, 122v9, \ pr5gr5[enei 52/10-11, s6gr5[enei 104v/15 (Rdm). The 

inflexion -eh6 is confirmed in one case of locative plural v6 'ili]eh6 42/12 (Rdm). It is possible 
that this inflexion was derived with a vocalisation of the jer (Georgievski 2001:45). 
 An interesting example of the ǔ-stem is registered in dative singular in the non-palatal 
vowel stem: igovi 2.2 (Bon). Kuljbakin (s.Česko 1970:120) talks about permeation of the dative 

form -ovi of the ŭ-stem to the neuter nouns. According to Vajan (1952:113), the neuter nouns 
can appear with this inflexion when they are personified.  
 A frequent occurrence in the neuter nouns, especially of the –jo-stem with -ie is the 
contraction of vowels. Examples of contraction of vowels are noticed in locative singular and 
genitive plural v6 b_lgovoleni 146/16, znameni sD¼vºi 111v/8, v6 wbili 7v/9, v6 wbli=eni 24/10 

(Rdm); 'iti L16,11, po pr5dani Mr 1,14 (Mkd). In locative plural apart from the contracted 

forms (-iih6>ih6): v6 pisanih6 Mt21,42, wpravdanih6 L1,6 (Mkd) there are also non-contracted 

forms v6 skrovi]iih 111v/15 (Rdm). 
  
    The feminine nouns 
 In the declination of the feminine a-/ja-stem nouns the changes are not great (Rusek 
1964:20). The ja-stem nouns ending with -iiiiiiii/----7yni7yni7yni7yni  there is only transformation of the singular 

inflexion for nominative -a/-5/-ja: ml6ni5 96a7 (Dbm), m³Dltin5 Mt6,4, rabin5 Mr 14,69 (Mkd). 

In some manuscripts the old inflexions are used: rab6yni 113a3, samar5n6yni 131b5 (Dbm); 

gr7d7yni bo ou b_a ne oud7var5et s3 35.12a, pr5t7 pilatom7 bo stoja[e praved7n7ï s4dii 
v6semou mirou 38.2c (Bon). Duridanov (s. Češko 1970:114) believes that the singular inflexion in  
the Old Slavonic language is replaced only with personal names, while in the Church Slavonic it 
is spread to other nouns. The reason for this is the tendency to form one paradigm in the feminine 
ja-stem nouns.  
 Vocative singular with –e is well preserved: b²ce 8r9, d_[e 101v29, m_arje 64r3 (Zag). The 

plural form for genitive iz volei 89r20 (Bon) is made with the vocalisation of the strong 
semivowel.  
 During the phonetic replacement of 7y with i with the a-stem nouns the forms in genitive 

singular appeared. \ raboti 20r6 (Zag); in nominative plural 'eni prido[4 pomazati t3 165v19 
(Zag). 
 With the -ĭ-stem feminine nouns we can see the inflexion -ei (<6i),  beside -ii in 

genitive plural: \ napastei 3v, \ pohotei 18r, \ st_rstei 90r (Bit); zapov5dei 27v27, 63v28, 

64v18 (Bon); \ napastei 48r4, 57v5, slastei 18r17, 66v26, n_[ih6 st³rtei 33r2 (Zag);  \ 
zapov5dii 21/4 \ napastei 52v/5, \ skr6bei 14/2,14/16, hl3bii 27v/15 (Rdm); \ rab6ynei 
Mr14,66 (Mkd). With vocalisation of the jers the following forms were made: instrumentale 
singular (-6m6>-em6) st³rtem6 74v5 (Bon); genitive plural with -ei (above mentioned); dative 
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plural (-6m7>-em7) st³rtem7 46r3, 74v5 (Zag); in locative plural (-6h6>-eh6) v pohoteh6 54r14, v6 
skr6bneh7 59v17 (Zag).  
 The scarce -ū-stem nouns with -ū-(-7v-) underwent assimilation of the productive noun 
stems (a-stem and ĭ-stem). Even in the Proto-Slavic period they were under the constant influence 
and were attracted by the a-stem nouns (Duridanov 1993:173). In nominative singular the archaic 
forms ljob6y 173a12, svekr6y 81b3,4 (Dbm) are confirmed in certain examples, but usually the 
archaic forms are not present. We will also mention the nominative and the vocative singular 
form with –7ve: s_ta est6 c_rkve 53v/3 (Rdm). An interesting case is the appearance of nominative 

and vocative singular with an inflexion of nominative plural with -7vi: s_taja cr_kvi 32r, c_rkvi 
vpiet6 ti h_e 64v (nominative) i veseli s3 i r²Dou s3 c_rkvi b_'ija 49r (vocative0.The form in 

nominative singular with the –6 flexion: cr_kv6 127b13 (Dbm); pr_5staja kr6v6 polija s3 67r3, ti 
esi b_e kr6v6 71v20, v6 krov6 pr5lo'i s3 24r8  (Zag) is under the influence of the accusative 
form.  
 Apart from the old genitive inflexion in singular with -7ve: kr6ve 61b7,13, is c_rkve 
122a3,127a8, 151a4 (Dbm), the –7vi is also used. The influence of the ĭ-stem or the a-stem is 

possible after the transformation to 7y>i (Crvenkovska 1999:35). For example: kr6vi 112a7, 

142a11 (Dbm); izbavi m3 \ kr6vi 104v18 (Zag); crkv6y Mt12,5, Mt21,12, L1,21 (Mkd). In 

accusative singular with vocalisation of the semivowel (also usual for the canonical texts) -7v6> -
ov6 the form na svekrov6 81b3,4 (Dbm) was achieved. This is a violation of the syncretism of the 
accusative with the nominative form. The influence of the a-stem in the singular form for 
accusative can be seen in the example svekr6v4 L12,53 (Mkd). Makarijoska (1997:70) talks about 

expressing accusative with a genitive-accusative form with -ve even in some Old Slavonic 

manuscripts, which is also confirmed in the Dobromir's Evangeliary: ljob6ve b_'ij4 75b17, 
ljob6ve imate 166a7 (compare with genitive singular ljob6ve 138a7, 168a22). 
 The influence of the ĭ-stem nouns is noticed in: locative singular v6 ljob6vi 168b14,16,18 

(Dbm); v6 ljob7vi 74v15 (Zag); v6 cr6kvi 7/10, 16/16 (Rdm); in nominative and acusative plural 
smokvie 112/1, 163v/1 (Rdm). 
 The –er-stem feminine nouns mainly don’t have changes that would show that they 
inclined towards certain more productive groups (Kostovska 2003:29), i.e. there is no great 
influence of the other stems. Even the Old Slavonic manuscripts (Mošin 1954:45) confirm that 
the feminine nouns with a consonant stem have a mix of two forms of accusative singular with -
e and -6: +6ti o_ca tvoego i m_re 98b4, li bratij4 li sestr6y li o_ca li m_re li 'en4 li +3da 5a3, 
na mater6 84b3 (Dbm). 

 The -6 forms are regular, while those with -e might be under the influence of the genitive 
inflexion and might express accusative with the genitive-accusative form of the o-stem. 
Frequently in the Church Slavonic language the consonant stem feminine nouns often use the 
genitive form with the meaning of accusative under the influence of the masculine nouns, 
Duridanov (s. Češko1970:124). 
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 We will present the forums for nominative and accusative plural with –3 (ja-stem) instead 

of -i: d6]er3 ijodeisk6y 35/11, po'r5[4 d6]er3 svo4 116v/10 (Rdm). 

 There is doubling of vowels in the vowel stem nouns: in genitive singular \ m4k6yi 45r 

(Bit); in nominative and acustaive plural slav6yi 33r, na sl6z6yi 35r, v6 p8st6ynii 89r (Bit); 

zv5Zdii Mr13,25, pagoubyi Mt24,7, sestrii Mr10,29 (Mkd).  
 In the manuscripts of the Ohrid literary school there is concurrence of the flexion of 
various cases i.e. new syncretism forms appear because of the deviations from the regular use of 
the nasals. The lack of distinction or the mixing (replacement) of the nasals is an important 
phonetic factor which, in the case of feminine nouns, led to the appearance of an accusative 
flexion in genitive singular with the a-/ja-stem nouns: iz6 tvo4 4trob4 8r, iz6 4trob4 ti 16v,17v 
(Bit); i bratij4 i sestr6 i o_ca i matere 87b9, i 'en6y i +3d6 i bratij4  87b9 (apart from the 

regular brati3 (Dbm); izvedi iz temnic4 d_[4 mo4 141-8a (Bon); and the other way around, 

accusative singular borrows an inflexion of genitive -3 instead of 4: i e'e tvoriti s7 iskr7niim7 
blagost7yn3 i ljobov6 36-3, tvo4 vol3 43r4, krot6cii 'e nasl5d3t7 zeml3 36-11 (Bon). After 

the soft sounds `, {, c, y, ] in accusative singular there is the replacement 3>4: prostr5 desnic4 
svo4 (Bon. Cant. I,12), propina4 nebo jako i ko'4 57-4b, i potokom7 pi[t4 tvoe4 napoi[i 4 35-

9 (Bon). An exception in some manuscripts is the sound ~ after which the nasal 3 is preserved: v7 
prit=3 59/17 (Rdm). -3 instead of -4 is used in the palatal change in instrumental singular: 

pla]5nice3 178b8 (Dbm).  
 The general tendency for equating the palatal and the non-palatal declension is most 
frequent with the feminine nouns. The influence of the non-palatal stem on the palatal is seen in 
the permeation of the case inflexion for genitive singular, where instead of the expected -3 there 

is -6y (or -i after the replacement 7y>i): iz6 h_v6y wde²D'6y (Bit); polZ6y Mr5,26, wtrokovici Mr5,40 
(Mkd). The permeation of the forms of the non-palatal change in the palatal one can be seen in: 
nominative plural where -6y appears (even the -i instead of  7y achieved phonetically). 
 The non-palatal stem deviates before the inflexions of the palatal stem in accusative 
plural s6wbrazou4]e ikon3 41r26, sl6z3 8toli 132r27 (Zag).  
 Among the a-/ja-stem and ĭ-stem nouns apart from the non-contracted forms there also 
some made with contraction into case inflexions for: instrumental singular -4  (made after the 

inter-vowel j was lost, thus equating with accusative singular): irod6 bezakonova]e s6 yrodiad4 
70r (Bit); s6 drou'in4 svoj4 22b1, toj4 m5r4 52a11, bi5h4 palic4 113b3 (Dbm); s6 v5r4 42v7 
(Zag); sil4 64/16, nade'²4 135v/1, istin4 165/19 (Rdm). According to Duridanov (s.Češko 
1970:137-138) when the forms for instrumental and accusative singular coincide the meaning is 
often eclipsed. The instrumental singular form without contraction (-oj4, -ej4) appears in these 

examples: v5ro4 21v, istino4 75r, silo4 2r (Bit); v5ro4 2v15, s pohvalo4 127v19, s6 slavo4 
127v14 (Zag).  
 There is contraction of vowels in the other singular forms: for genitive singular pr5mo 
gazofilak7y Mt12,41 (Mkd); for locative singular v6 lad6y Mt14,33, Mr1,19 (Mkd). The 
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contraction of the plural form in genitive (-ii >-i) resulted in: zapov5di Mr7,8, kosti L24,39 
(Mkd). 
 The forms for duality often find their right place: \ nog8 \razit6 s3 70r, r4c5 si 
proster6 na krt5 25r, +istama w+ima i 8st6nama 'e c5lovati 38r (Bit); po lanitama oudar5et 
s3 160v3, az 'e r4kama i nogama sv3zan6 bih6 94v7, wb5ma stranama 90r2 (Zag). The irregular 

use of plural instead of the dual is found in: dvanades3te a_pl6 48v10, id5h4 veselami nogami 
169r14, wbanades3te wvec6 153r23 (Zag). The  noun oust6na can have a parallel plural and 

double form: oustn5 oubo podviza[4 97v29, but also 8stanami c5lovati 63v1 (Zag). The 

forming of the dual form of the personal names is most interesting: wba marka pokrivago 21v5, _v 
ma qe²worma 22v13 (Zag). 
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Conclusion 
 

 We mentioned that this paper will attempt to show if and to what extent the texts of the 
Ohrid school follow the general tendency for deviation from the state characteristic for the 
canonical texts, with an accent on the declination of the nouns. After analysing the situation in 
individual manuscripts it is found out how much this process is expanded in the texts of the Ohrid 
centre. The general tendency of hesitation and dislocation is prominent in the Ohrid manuscripts, 
while further on the simplification of the flex system of the nouns. The numerous renewed forms 
in the frames of the noun paradigms of the different declination types are proof that this process 
is not optional. The productive noun stems have preserved well the old state, while prominent 
among the unproductive ones is a certain hesitation which is mainly confirmed in most Old 
Slavonic and editorial texts.  
 In the case of the masculine nouns the mixing of the o-stem with the ŭ-stem is most 
confirmed. Koneski (1982:134) notices that the spreading of the two-syllable inflexions with the 
formant/suffix –ov- is the most distinct occurrence in the process of stem equation. The 
inflexions of the ŭ-stem are not transferred with the same intensity in all manuscripts to the o-
stem nouns. The most widely spread is the dative singular inflexion, while less so is the plural 
inflexion for nominative. In genitive plural the forms according to the ŭ-stem are very rarely 
found. Influence of the ĭ-stem is noticed mostly in nominative plural and sporadically in genitive 
plural.  The flexions of the ŭ-stem are confirmed in a limited number of examples of the o-/jo-
nouns. The singular forms for genitive, dative and locative of the ŭ-stem underwent changes 
according to the o-/jo-stem. Forms of the palatal and non-palatal vowel stem in genitive and 
dative singular (sometimes the ŭ-stem has influence in dative) can be seen among the ĭ-stem 
nouns. The instability of the consonant stems, which is noticed even in the canonical 
manuscripts, in the manusrcpts of the Ohrid literary school is seen in the permeation of the case 
endings of ĭ-stem and more rarely of o-/jo- stem and ŭ-stem in locative singular and the plural 
forms of nominative and genitive.  
 The analysis shows that there is a tendency for uniting the masculine nouns in one 
paradigm.  
 The scarcity is the reason for the non-preservation of the consonant stems in neuter. There 
is aspiration for equation of the –es- consonant stems with the forms of o-/jo-stem, mostly in the 
singular paradigm (genitive, dative, locative, instrumental singular). However, we cannot speak 
about complete equation because in some manuscripts there are insignificant deviations and 
preservation of the old forms (for example in the Zagreb Triodion. There are also numerous 
parallel forms as well as formations when the expanded stem is kept, while the case endings of 
the vowel stems are accepted. The nouns of the ĭ-declination influenced the consonant stems in 
genitive and locative singular. The same stem in genitive plural influenced the neuter nouns 
ending with –ie. 
 The review of the declination of the feminine nouns shows that the old forms were well 
preserved among the productive name stems. In the ĭ-stem in genitive plural we can see more 
often –ei, and –6i, -ii more rarely. The ū-stem nouns frequently have forms close to the a-stem 
and the ĭ-stem (regularly in genitive and locative singular, more rarely in nominative and 
accusative plural). The feminine consonant nouns were preserved. The difference between the 
palatal and non-palatal declension deviates. With the hesitation of the regular distribution of the 
nasals there is concurrence of the flexions of different cases, as well as the use of the inflexion of 
one case in another. This redistribution is mostly between genitive and accusative singular. 
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 At the end, to summarise, the system of forms is a compromise between the older state 
and the newer additions or changes (Ugrinova-Skalovska 1992:75).  In the older manuscripts of 
the Church Slavic literature the examples that illustrate the deviations are optional and testify 
about the start of this process. The deviations in the noun system of forms in the more recent 
literary monuments Ribarova (1990:167) are regularly and widely represented.  
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